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Mount Saint Helens

Mount Saint Helens before the 1980 
eruption.

Mount Saint Helens after eruption.

22,000,000 trees were replanted after the eruption.



Of what importance are forests to local and worldwide communities?

-They provide ecosystems for local communities to hunt in.

-They provide clean oxygen.

-They are homes to many plants and animals.



What Products do Forests Provide?
-They provide wood, which makes houses, and many other things.

-They provide a home for plants and animals.

-They provide pencils and paper.

                                                                



How can we still have these products, but preserve our forests at our same time?

-Every time we cut down a tree, we plant another. 

-We can use other materials more often, to preserve more trees.

-Each time you take down one tree, plant two more in its place.  

-We shouldn’t waste products made of wood.  



As you look out your window, do you see forests? Remains of forests?
We don’t see any forests out our windows, but we see random trees scattered 
around. Dahl field must have been a forest at one point, because there are a lot of 
trees around the field, which is a sign that it likely was a forest around 500 years 
ago. 



Imagine you looked out the same window 500 years ago, how would the forest 
landscape be different from what it is now?

-There would be a lot more nature and trees. 
Dahl field is nearby, which has many trees, 
but there would be even more than that.

-The landscape would be very different, 
because none of these buildings that we  
have now would be there. Instead, it would 
be covered with trees, forests, and wildlife. 

-There would be so many more trees;  
UPrep Seattle would not be here, only 
forests. 
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